CONCRETE BARRIER TYPE 60R

LIMITS OF PAYMENT FOR CONCRETE BARRIER TYPE 60R

20'-0" Min Transition in Barrier Width

AND Transition to Vertical Face

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

SECTION C-C

SECTION D-D

ALTERNATIVE A

ALTERNATIVE B

ALTERNATIVE ANCHORAGE

NO SCALE

NOTES:
1. For "DETAIL D", "DETAIL F", "DETAIL G" and "TABLE 1" see TRANSITION-CONCRETE TYPE 60R, TRANSITION AT BRIDGE COLUMN - DETAILS No. 2 sheet
2. For cover sizes between see "TABLE 1" on "TRANSITION AT BRIDGE COLUMN-DETAILS No. 2" sheet
3. Adjust height of concrete barriers wall on low side of offset or superimposed roadway to provide level grade across top of concrete barrier cap.

FOR CONCRETE BARRIER TYPE 60R

LIMITS OF PAYMENT FOR CONCRETE BARRIER TYPE 60R